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Breast Milk Supply 
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Introduction

Welcome to your 3 Day Challenge to increase your milk supply! 

I am Heather Grace, author of The Pumping Mommy. 

At The Pumping Mommy, I strive to help moms at all

stages of breastfeeding and pumping achieve their 

goals (whatever those may be) when it comes to nursing 

their baby. 

Whether you are a new mom trying to learn the ropes, a working mom who 

pumps, an exclusively pumping mom, a mom with a baby that won’t take a 

bottle, a mom who has to supplement with formula because of low milk supply, 

and every mom in between, this is a place you will find support and tips for your 

breastfeeding journey! 

A little about me – I am a wife and mother of three children. I have successfully 

breastfed all of my babies (still breastfeeding my third as we speak!). Each of my 

children has been a completely different experience. 

I worked fulltime while breastfeeding my first baby and bravely battled the

corporate stigma and challenges associated with pumping at work while 

holding a Vice President position at one of the largest companies in the world. 

That experience gave me a profound fire to advocate for breastfeeding moms. 

I have found my passion in life and left my corporate job to blog fulltime about 

breastfeeding! I am currently on a long journey to become a certified, nationally 

recognized Lactation Consultant and hope to achieve that soon (can’t wait to 

share that milestone with you all!)! 

Thank you for joining me here! 

I know all too well how isolating breastfeeding can be, especially when you are 

facing difficulties like low milk supply. So, enough about me! Let’s get to the first 

lesson in learning how to increase your Milk Supply in 3 Days! 
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Causes of Low Milk Supply

**NOTE: Before we get started: This advice is for a full-term, healthy baby and mom. If your baby is 

struggling to gain weight and is under the care of a doctor, or your baby has health concerns or is a 

preemie or if mom is dealing with any health issues, please see your doctor and a certified Lactation 

Consultant to work through those concerns. Babies, especially very young babies can become very 

sick, very fast if they are not getting enough nutrients/hydration. This is NOT to replace a doctor’s 

advice. ** 

Let’s first explore the causes of Low Milk Supply. The percentage of moms who

anatomically just cannot produce enough milk no matter what they do (low 

granular tissue) is extremely low. 

Most supply issues can be addressed with time and proper education. 

Here are some common causes of Low Milk Supply: 

1) Clogged Milk Duct(s) 

2) Mastitis 

3) Thrush 

4) Supplementing with Formula or Pumped Milk 

5) Nipple Pain 

6) Breast Pump losing Suction 

7) Decrease in Pumping or Nursing Sessions 

8) Stress 

9) Illness 

10) Menstruation, Ovulation, Pregnancy 

11) Dieting 

12) Lip or Tongue Tie 

13) Medication 

14) Introduction of Solids 

Some causes, like thrush or mastitis, will need to be treated in order to achieve 

an increase in supply. I have tried to nurse through the pain of Thrush before and 

it is almost impossible. The pain is just so bad. So seeing your doctor for 

treatment is essential if you are experiencing any pain suddenly. 
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Supply and Demand
Now that we have reviewed some common causes of low milk supply, let’s 

review the basics. 

In order to understand how to achieve an increase, you need to first grasp how 

breastfeeding supply and demand works. 

The basics of breastfeeding are in theory quite simple. Obviously, there are many 

reasons why your milk supply can drop and no mom and baby are the same but 

the mechanics are the same. 
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The more you breastfeed/pump (demand), the more your body will produce 

(supply). 

Seems simple, right? 

There are many things that can interfere with this basic process, however. 

For example, your baby has been nursing for hours on end and cries each time 

you try to end the nursing session. You become convinced he is not getting 

enough, so you pull out a bag of frozen milk or make a bottle of formula to “top 

him off.” 

Or maybe you work and are unable to pump enough so you send frozen milk or 

formula for your baby while they are at childcare but then have difficulty 

keeping up with your baby’s demands when you are at home as well. 

The list goes on. 

The cycle of supplementing and low supply is a tough one to get off of. It takes 

time and dedication to increase your milk supply. 

And what about that baby that never seems to be satisfied and stays at the 

breast for hours and hours? 

It is completely normal for your baby to cluster feed (extended period of time 

your baby wants to nurse). 

The LLL best-selling guide for breastfeeding moms, The Womanly Art of 

Breastfeeding, says it perfectly: 

"… nursings often cluster together, maybe especially at certain times of the day. 

Cluster feeding means a clock is pretty useless in a normal breastfeeding 

relationship… Evening especially is often a time of ‘nursing marathons,’ when 

nothing but another time at the breast seems to work… So long as your baby is 

gaining well, cluster feedings are absolutely normal." (Womanly Art of 

Breastfeeding) 

Putting your baby to the breast as often as they want is nature’s way of naturally 

increasing your milk supply. The more your baby nurses, the more milk you will 

make. 

To better understand the topics of cluster feeding and supply and demand, see

the below recourse BEFORE moving forward. It is important to educate yourself 

on the WHY so that you can focus on the HOW. 
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Click here to read: Why Your Baby is Cluster Feeding – Breastfeeding 

a Fussy Baby

https://thepumpingmommy.com/why-your-baby-is-cluster-feeding-breastfeeding-a-fussy-baby
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There are many ways to increase your milk supply. Some are great for over time 

to maintain a healthy supply and some will help give you an increase quickly. 

Here are some common ways to increase your supply: 

1 – Nurse on Demand 

2 – Do Lots of Skin-to-Skin 

3 – Do a Nurse-In 

4 - Avoid Pacifiers and Bottles 

5 – Power Pump 

6 – Double Pump 

7 – Use a Hospital Grade Pump 

8 – Ditch the Nipple Shield 

9 – Give Baby Only Breastmilk 

10 – Do not Supplement 

11 – Avoid Giving Your Baby Water 

12 – Use a Warm Compress 

13 – Massage Your Breasts 

14 – Eat Milk Boosting Foods 

15 – Drink Lots of Water 

16 – Lactation supplements 

17 – Eat Lactation Cookies 

18 – Use Essential Oils 

19 – Eat a Balanced Diet 

20 – Get Some Rest/Take Care of Yourself 
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Ways to Increase Your Milk Supply

How to Increase Your Supply Using the 

Fastest Methods

As we get deeper in the “How” of increasing your milk supply, we will be focusing 

on several of the faster methods for increasing your supply: 

1. Power Pumping 

2. Nursing on Demand 

3. Double Pumping After You Nurse Your Baby 

4. Lactation Supplements 

Power Pumping

What is Power Pumping? 

The idea behind power pumping is to replicate when a baby cluster feeds. 

Emptying the breast quickly over a short period of time promotes more milk 

production. 

Basically you pump for 20 minutes, rest for 10, pump for another 10 minutes, rest 

for 10, and pump again for 10 minutes. 
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I will challenge you to try to power pump at least twice a day. 

It will be best to do right after you nurse your baby. 

Nursing on Demand

Going back to supply and demand, remember that your baby will nurse as often 

as they need. You cannot overfeed a breastfed baby (from the breast). Even 

comfort nursing is beneficial for your supply. 

You need to commit to nursing on demand. You cannot establish or maintain a 

healthy supply without practicing this. 

**Note: If you are an Exclusively Pumping mom or need to be away from your 

baby and pump, then you need to commit to pumping at least every 2-3 hours 

while away from your baby. Preferably every two hours. 

Double Pumping After You Nurse Your Baby

Pumping both breasts at the same time has been shown in research to result in 

additional milk letdowns and produce more milk than single pumping. The fat 

content is also higher when moms double pump. 

So not only will pumping be faster but you will pump fattier milk and more of it! 

You should pump after each nursing session. 

Again, back to supply and demand. If you are pumping after you feed your baby, 

you are telling your body that it needs to produce even more milk. 

You should pump for at least 15-20 minutes even if nothing comes out. 

You can make do with a single pump or a manual pump but my suggestion 

would be to pump one breast WHILE breastfeeding your baby on the other to 

achieve the same results. Once you are finished nursing your baby, you should 

then pump the breast you just nursed your baby on. 

Lactation Supplements

There are a lot of different supplements on the market today claiming to aid in 

lactation. Some work and some don’t work as well. 

So how do you know what is best? 

There are a few natural herbs that do work in helping increase your milk supply. 

A few of those are: 

• Fenugreek 

• Blessed Thistle 

• Fennel Seed 

• Goat’s Rue 
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There is a variety of combinations that you can buy. You can get single herb 

supplements, blends, supplements in pill form, teas, and even cookies. Yes, you 

read that right, I said cookies. 

The possibilities and combinations are endless. 

I like the blend supplements best which means taking one pill that has several 

herbs in it. 

It is easier to take one pill versus taking 5-6 different ones a day. If you are like 

me, then simply taking Fenugreek alone, for example, won’t give you much in 

terms of results. 

If you are looking for a recommendation on a Supplement, I would suggest 

reading about Mother Love Special Blend. It has several herbs in it including 

Goat’s Rue which I have had great results with!  

Making a Schedule

Okay, this is important. If you take only one thing away from the resource, let this 

be it… 

The key to increasing your milk supply? 

Consistency.

There are a hundred ways to increase your supply- supplements, lactation 

smoothies, lactation cookies, foods, even medicines, but none of those mean 

anything is you are not nursing/pumping consistently. 

Let me explain. 

We just covered supply and demand, right? Well, this goes hand in hand with 

that concept. 

In order for your body to get the memo that it needs to permanently produce 

that amount of milk, you need to maintain that level of demand for at least 3 

days. It takes time.  

Now, is it absolutely essential that you take a Lactation Supplement? 

No. Power Pumping and Pumping After You Breastfeed will be the main driving 

force in increasing your supply but Lactation Supplements are a very effective 

and natural way to get a boost in your milk supply. It is quite effortless as well so 

that’s a plus. 

You can read about Mother Love Special Blend, here.

https://thepumpingmommy.com/mother-love-more-milk-special-blend-240
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Hence why this resource is how to increase your supply in 3 days. It doesn’t 

happen overnight. 

So, whatever you do, make sure you stick to it and do it consistently. 

Okay, with that said, let’s talk about a schedule. 

When I say ‘schedule’ I am referring to the plan you make. It will become your 

schedule for the next few days and you need to follow it to a “T” so it needs to be 

realistic. 

If you work full time, your schedule will need to be tailored to your schedule. Not 

all employees can afford or are able to pump every two hours. So instead, shoot 

for every three. Power pump in the morning and the evening after breastfeeding 

your baby. 

The point is that you can follow my suggestions and work it into your schedule 

to make it fit. 

Step by Step Schedule to Follow to Increase 

Your Milk Supply
Here it is. The good stuff. 

Here is what you need to do over the next three days to increase your supply. 

Again, tailor this to fit your day/lifestyle. 

STEP 1 – Take a Lactation Supplement:

Start your day by taking a Lactation Supplement (follow directions on how much 

and how often). There are several options for supplements: 

• Capsules 

• Cookies 

• Smoothies 

• Teas 

I take Mother Love Special Blend (I mentioned it above) and take 4 capsules a 

day. If you like tea, Mother’s Milk Tea is one I have had success with or if you want 

more of a cinnamon flavor, Republic of Tea Fenugreek for Nursing Moms has a 

great taste. 

You can also make your own lactation cookies or smoothies. I have saved some 

amazing recipes on my Pinterest Boards, so you can follow those to get some 

great ideas.  

Follow my Lactation Cookie Board, here.

Follow my Lactation Smoothie Board, here.

https://www.pinterest.com/thepumpingmom/lactation-cookie-recipes/
https://www.pinterest.com/thepumpingmom/lactation-smoothie-recipies/
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STEP 2 – Breastfeed:

Breastfeed your baby (or pump if you exclusively pump) first thing in the 

morning. 

STEP 3 - Power Pump:

After breastfeeding, power pump 

How to Power Pump: Pump for 20 minutes, rest for 10, pump for another 10 

minutes, rest for 10, and pump again for 10 minutes. 

If you exclusively pump, you can power pump about 30 minutes after your 

morning pumping session 

You will want to Power Pump at least 2 times during the day. 

STEP 4 – Feed on Demand:

Make sure you are feeding on demand throughout the day (nursing as often as 

baby would like or at least every 2-3 hours) 

If you exclusively pump, be sure to pump every 2-3 hours throughout the day. 

STEP 5 – Pump After Breastfeeding
How often you do this step will be up to you. Try to pump after at least 2-3 

nursing sessions during the day. 

Pump for at least 15 minutes even if nothing comes out. You can Power Pump as 

two of these pumping sessions. 

For faster results, you can pump after each breastfeeding session. 

If you are an exclusively pumping mom, Power Pumping will help a lot. You can 

also pump 30 minutes after each pumping session.  

STEP 6 – Stay Hydrated, Eat Plenty, Get Rest

Self-care is very important not just while breastfeeding but while “mothering.” 

Drinking enough water and eating enough calories is important for milk 

production. I always have a dip in my supply when I neglect to eat or drink 

enough.

While sleeping a lot won’t necessarily increase your milk supply, it can lead to 

lower stress levels. Stress is a supply killer so do your best to get some rest and 

de-stress if you can. 
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Daily Schedule Sample
With all this said, here is an example of what my day looks like when I am 

following this method to increase my milk supply: 

6 am – Wake up & Get ready for the day – Lactation Supplement with Breakfast 

7 am – Baby Wakes up - Breastfeed 

7:30 am – Power Pump 

9 am – Breastfeed 

9:30 am – Pump 15 minutes 

12 pm – Breastfeed 

(Could add an optional 15-minute pump session here) 

3 pm – Breastfeed 

3:30 pm – Pump 15 Minutes 

5 pm - Breastfeed 

7 pm – Breastfeed – Put baby to bed 

8 pm – Power Pump

The key to increasing your supply quickly using this method, again, is 

consistency. Whatever schedule you settle on, be sure you are consistent with it. 

I hope this resource has been helpful for you!

Suffering from low milk supply can be stressful.  

If you need additional information, tips, and tricks for maintaining and increasing 

your milk supply, you can see these other amazing resources from The Pumping 

Mommy: 

Additional Resources

~ Pumping Basics - Learn The Basics of Breast Pumping

~ Lactation Supplements & Teas            

~ How to Build a Freezer Stash

~ Sample Breast Pumping Schedule

~ Tips and Tricks for Pumping at Work

~ How to Overcome Pumping Issues (clogged ducts, Mastitis, 

Thrush, & More)      

~ Find the Best Breast Pump  

https://thepumpingmommy.com/pumping-basics
https://thepumpingmommy.com/lactation-supplement-tea-reviews
https://thepumpingmommy.com/how-to-build-a-breast-milk-freezer-stash
https://thepumpingmommy.com/breast-pumping-schedule
https://thepumpingmommy.com/tips-for-breast-pumping-at-work-how-to-successfully-breastfeed-after-returning-to-work
https://thepumpingmommy.com/pumping-issues
https://thepumpingmommy.com/breast-pump-reviews


I hope this free resource has been of value to you. 

You can find me on social media sharing more tips and great content about all 

thing breastfeeding, pumping, and motherhood! 

You can follow me here: 

I look forward to continuing this journey with you and if you ever have any 

questions or comments, please don’t hesitate to reach out directly to me!  

I wish you nothing but the best in your breastfeeding/pumping goals. 

Thank you for visiting ThePumpingMommy.com!
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Follow The Pumping Mommy for More!

https://www.facebook.com/ThePumpingMommy/
https://www.pinterest.com/thepumpingmom/
https://twitter.com/ThePumpingMommy

